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Unique Art   
  

There was a girl, named Becky, she had many problems
that she worried about. All she wanted to do was live in
an imaginary world that didn’t make sense to anyone
but her. She had a monotonous routine every day. It
was finally one day that her father went into her room
and noticed she needed a bit of guidance. Her dad
called her to pack for a night. Sadly staring at the
endless road, she wondered when it would change. 
 
Suddenly whoosh! The car took a turning point into the
woods, far off the grid. Taking down item by item out of
the car’s trunk, she cracked a smile at finally having her
thoughts to herself. Further into the woods, she saw
animals lurking closer but they walked calmly as if no
one was near. As it hit dawn the tent was set with a
campfire. Becky went out to the long grassy dry field
and laid down. 
 
With the breeze hitting her soft skin and running
through tree leaves. The stars started to paint across
the sky, dazzling and twinkling just above her eyes. She
hand-picked a dandelion from near her head, staring at
the blossomed flower, a shooting star ran through the
sky. She closed her eyes, blew the dandelion, and made
a faithful wish. Becky has found the relieving peace of
nature. Every now and then she closes her eyes, takes a
breath of fresh air, and remembers that day with her
father.
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Where To?
 

So many places to go, so many things to do
When life feels more like a list of chores than

A place full of doors. Slowly it gathers
And folds. It feathers and holds. It snowballs

Out of control. Where do I go? Through the woods
Of my mind? Through the avalanches of my soul?

Where do I go? Only I can know.
Through the forest of decisions not yet made,
To the meadow where my self-esteem stays.

Where do I go? Only I can know.
Into the thick of weeds and tangles of need,

Where will I find my noble steed?
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We are all buds
 

Buds that will grow
 into beautiful flowers

 
A flower that has grown

To where it is free
Like the sea is 

And has learned
   It’s nature

       Kind
 

Being a flower is not easy
 

Going through a cold storm 
With thunder, lightning

And the rain that
 Was frightening

 Despite what the
 Flower has been through

It still survived  
It strived for life

 
The flower has been through

Thick and thin
Till the bitter end

 Until one day the flower
Found a friend to depend on
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Into the Night
 

Deep in my soul I take flight
further than eyes can see.

Through many of stars and night lights
I wander where I can be free.
A sky full of heart and venture

Whatever I want life to be.
An outlook clothed in veils of diamonds

all you may need to find them
is look to the sky and believe.

 
Into a deep ocean of wonder 
Painted in black and marine.

Watching the shadows of mountains
I’m waiting for my chance to gleam.

The land to build my fire under 
the most adventurous dream,

and though life will keep on trailing
that won’t keep me from sailing

towards life’s special gift made for me.
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Into the Story
 
     Into the story, my heart lights the way 
through mystical lands of excitement.
     Into the story, where I’m free to play
here my thoughts shine like diamond.
     Into the story, there’s nothing I say
free from the journey that I create.
     Into the story, I slip far away
far from the wretched and decayed.
     Into the story, at the end of day
the words left on coma tell me there is much left to say.
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Escape Space
 
Escaping into your space 
To the space of relaxation 
The space where you get your inspiration
The inspiration that comes and goes like thin air
A place where nothing is on your mind except the place of
sanctuary
Where you're relaxed instead of being tensed 
A space that you can escape from the outside world
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